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Bulb MUST touch plastic

Don’t bend wires for
½” as the diode and
resistor are next to
the LED.

Red always goes to
+12V.

Mix up some 5-min epoxy and trowel
into the groove and fill it about half way.

Place the LED into the groove and top
off the LED with some more 5-min
epoxy.

6. The area where the LED is will be
very bright.  You must paint it with
black paint before painting the rest
of the gage border with Zolatone.

That area would be from the edge of the
gages to the edge of where the bubble
starts to rise.

LEDs with diodes and resistors are $30
including postage.

Vance Atkinson
3604 Willomet Ct

Bedford, TX  76021
817-354-8064

nostromo56@tx.rr.com

Don’t Use Derakane over
Epoxy

Gordon Bowen (AZ) - There’s a good
chemical reason that vinyl ester
(Derakane) is better than an epoxy for
fuel tanks, but I won’t go into that,
unfortunately the stuff’s major draw-
back for homebuilders is it’s 7%
shrinkage when cured.  That stress
difference between polyester or vinyl
ester resins is the reason the mate-
rial will “sheet- off” when applied over
an epoxy.  Interlaminar stresses get
worse when the ambient tempera-
tures vary greatly.  

Because epoxy resin systems have
less shrinkage, there’s less stress if
the epoxy is applied over the vinyl
ester.  But the bond is purely physi-
cal.  If you’re gonna do this, sand the
surface as rough as possible, all the
way, until you see glass fibers.  But I
still would not recommend it. 

Also, I am a little surprised by the first
posting on this tread that EZ poxy “dis-
solved” off the fabric within two years
of using a 10% alcohol mogas.  First
and foremost, all epoxy resin systems
are very very sensitive to the exact
mix ratio and to being fully cured be-
fore being exposed to avgas or
mogas.  EZpoxy must be mixed at a
ratio of 44 grams hardener to 100
grams resin, it was formulated that
way from the getgo.  For any part of
the building where the epoxy is ex-

posed to fuel, use a postal scale to
measure the hardener and resin, do
not mix by volume.  A minimum post-
cure of 77F for 30 days and/or 150F
for 5 hrs before exposure.  Use a hot
air gun if you have one, but do not
skip the post cure part of the process
or you’ll be sorry.  The original Saf-t-
poxy was tested for over 20 years in
Avgas, including 100LL, but never
tested for Mogas of any sort.  These
were lab test coupons that were
mixed exactly and then post cured to
150F.  We never saw any change in
the epoxy/fiberglass coupons with
using Avgas at Resolin or Hexcel.  I
don’t know if the test is still ongoing
because Hexcel sold the business to
a non-homebuilder epoxy supplier.

I think the best bet for someone who
is having tank leakage problems is to
cut out the top of the strake, go back
in and sand down the original surface
with 80 grit (sand all the way to the
glass fibers showing) and then recoat
with epoxy.  I love Derakane but it just
will cause too many problems if ap-
plied over an epoxy, you just cannot
get away from the chemical shrink-
age of peroxide cured systems.  With
more people flying with 10% mogas,
I expect more problems with the en-
tire fuel system.  Gaskets will swell
everywhere in the system and the ep-
oxy will be attacked chemically, too.
Alcohols and ketones like MEK or
acetone make great solvents.

Post Curing

Gary Hunter 281-433-8478
gluegaru@earthlink.net (TX) -

It is a time / temperature relationship.
Basically, the higher the temperature
the less time is needed to achieve the
same post cure.  You can achieve a
full post cure in as little as 2 hrs at
200F.  But, one must be practical.  We
don’t want to distort anything from
overheating and we don’t want to melt
any foam.   One thing that escapes a
lot of people’s thoughts is that the Co-
efficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE)
for foam is quite high.   If heated too
much, the foam will expand and ex-
ert pressure on the laminated skins
causing them to bulge and distort.
 This distortion can be permanent.   

With a room temperature cure alone,
most of the resins we use are capable
of developing a Tg of about 140F.  
So, in order to not exceed that Tg too
quickly, we do not want to expose the
laminates to any heat source that is
greater than 140F.     140F will not melt
foam.  140F will not bulge anything.
Some things may shrink, like fillers
and that is a good thing.  Shrunk filler
is better now than later.   

I was fortunate at work to have ac-
cess to a huge walk in oven.  On Sat-
urday morning, I simply transported
my airplane (dismantled) on a trailer
to work and loaded it into the oven
and set it for 140F for 24 hrs.  The
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oven cooled on Sunday afternoon. I
removed the airplane that evening
and took it home.  DONE.  

Certainly, many of you don’t have the
fortunate access to a oven as I did.
But, the country is heavily populated
with automotive paint booths.  If you
have a friend that is in the business,
many times you can get time in the
booth on weekends.   

Now, if you are simply interested in
post curing your tanks, I also have
some experience here.  I had an old
Electrolux vacuum cleaner that put out
a gentle warm (FILTERED) air from
the exhaust side.  The heat was gen-
erated by the electric motor and was
not controllable.  But, I measured it
to be about 135F.   I plumbed the
hose, reduced it down and inserted it
inside the fuel tank as far as I could
get it to go.

The foam core of the tank is some-
what insulating by itself, but I blan-
keted it anyway.   I allowed this
vacuum cleaner to blow warm air in-
side the tank for a full day.   DONE.
Yeah, it was noisy - but it worked.  

Obviously a vacuum cleaner isn’t a

must have.  It was simply what I had
available. You can substitute whatever
you have that is capable of forcefully
blowing warm air into the tank.    

If you are a little leery of heating to
140F, do 120F for 48 hrs.  

ED - Years ago I repaired a leaky Task
Research strake.  I post cured the in-
terior EZ Poxy resin using a small hair

dryer.  Since hair dryers vary widely
in thier output, you must have some
sort of temp measuring device IN-
SIDE the tank to assure not going
over 140F.   The picture does not
show the sliding tube valve that re-
duces the diameter of the hair dryer
output.  That is needed so return air
can leave the tank and prevent the
hair dryer’s temperature safety switch
from tripping.

Doug Olson’s Jack Stands

Gary Hertzler (AZ) – The system was made from Home
Depot chain link fence parts. The end fitting into the socket
is rounded, so that the pad will conform to the spar sur-
face. To jack up the plane lower the nose, slide jack stands
into position and raise the nose. Voila,  Simple.


